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Trihedral
A different kind of software, a different kind of company
In 1986, Glenn Wadden founded Trihedral® with three goals:
1.

Create a better class of monitoring and control software

2.

Treat customers with respect

3.

Make a fair profit

Wadden assembled a team of skilled programmers and engineers
with diverse backgrounds in process management and systems
integration, then provided them a flexible work environment that
encouraged creativity and rewarded initiative. The result was
VTScada®, an all-in-one highly-customizable HMI package for a
wide variety of industries. Later, VTScada grew to include a toolset
designed for telemetry applications such as those commonly
found in the power or water and wastewater industries.
A Commitment to Service
Twenty-nine years later, Trihedral has grown to forty people in Canada, the US, and Scotland supporting customers on six continents.
Trihedral has attracted and maintained a skilled team of professionals by providing a supportive work environment and competitive
salaries and benefits. High morale and low employee turnover allow Trihedral to provide unparalleled support to its customers. “Since
the beginning,” says Wadden, “we have built our business by providing the kind of personal support that people don’t think exists any
more. That gets around.” Testimonials: www.trihedral.com/testimonials
Engineering Services
Trihedral also provides specialized engineering consulting services in the field of industrial control.
Industries of Focus
Water/Wastewater

Chemical Manufacturing and Distribution

Tank Farm Monitoring

Power Generation

Air Traffic Control and Airports

Broadcast

Oil and Gas

Power Transmission and Distribution

Manufacturing Utility Services

Manufacturing
Four Offices in Three Countries

Bedford, Canada
Headquarters

Aberdeen, Scotland

Orlando, USA

Calgary, Canada

Try It for Yourself
Download the 90-day Trial
Trihedral.com/trial
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